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MAGNIFIER
Manual Processes Slow Down Investigations and Increase Risk
Many organizations can’t find intrusions quickly. This is often because security 
analysts are often inundated with log messages generated by their infrastruc-
ture. They try to find high-priority threats by correlating logs, but they rarely 
have the right data or tools to accurately detect attacks. So, they’re left with 
endless alerts to review, lots of false positives and an unwieldy list of correla-
tion rules to maintain. 

As a result, security analysts operate in firefighting mode, attempting to 
review as many alerts as possible each day. Because these alerts often lack 
the context needed to confirm threats, analysts waste valuable time chasing 
down additional information rather than stopping attacks.

Detect, Investigate and Eliminate Threats Fast 
Palo Alto Networks® Magnifier behavioral analytics empowers organizations 
to quickly find and stop the stealthiest network threats. By analyzing rich 
network, endpoint and cloud data with machine learning, Magnifier accurately 
identifies targeted attacks, malicious insiders and compromised endpoints. 
Security analysts can rapidly confirm threats by reviewing actionable alerts 
with investigative detail, and then leverage Palo Alto Networks Next-Genera-
tion Firewall to block threats before the damage is done.

Disrupt Every Stage of an Attack
By thwarting every step of an attack, organizations can limit any opportunity for 
an attack to succeed. Magnifier detects and stops command and control, lateral 
movement, and data exfiltration by detecting behavioral anomalies indicative of 
attack. Magnifier delivers powerful behavior-based protection, augmenting the 

Prevent Successful Cyberattacks
• Automatically identify advanced 

attacks, insider threats and 
compromised endpoints with 
supervised and unsupervised 
machine learning.

• Focus security analysts on the 
most critical threats by delivering 
a small number of actionable 
alerts with full investigative 
detail.

• Accelerate investigations by 
scanning endpoints to find the 
executable files responsible for 
attacks.

• Collect the network,  endpoint 
and cloud data needed for 
behavioral analytics with-
out  deploying new network 
 appliances or agents.

• Collect log data at cloud scale 
with Palo Alto Networks Logging 
Service.

Rapidly hunt down and stop threats with cloud-delivered behavioral  
analytics and  machine learning.
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existing ability of Palo Alto Networks 
Next-Generation Security Platform to 
stop attacks across the attack lifecycle 
(see Figure 1).

Automate Attack Detection With 
Behavioral Analytics
Magnifier automatically pinpoints 
active attacks, allowing security 
analysts to focus on the threats that 
matter. It starts by analyzing rich 
data stored in Logging Service from Palo Alto Networks next-generation firewalls, including information on users, devices and 
applications. Magnifier examines multiple logs, including Enhanced Application Logs, which provide data specifically designed 
for analytics, allowing Magnifier to track attributes that are nearly impossible to ascertain from traditional threat logs or 
high-level network flow data. Magnifier uses the following machine learning techniques to analyze logs: 

• Unsupervised machine learning: Magnifier uses unsupervised machine learning to model user and device behavior, 
perform peer group analysis, and cluster devices into relevant groups of behavior. Based on these profiles, Magnifier 
detects anomalies compared to past behavior and peer behavior.

• Supervised machine learning: Magnifier monitors multiple characteristics of network traffic to classify each device by 
type, such as a desktop computer, mobile device or mail server. Magnifier also learns which users are IT administrators 
or normal users. With supervised machine learning, Magnifier recognizes deviations from expected behavior based on 
the type of user or device, reducing false positives.

Magnifier leverages a pre-compute detection framework to maximize speed, efficiency and accuracy. This framework processes 
log data stored in Logging Service by next-generation firewalls and calculates the values it needs to track user and device 
behavior. It allows each Magnifier detection algorithm to analyze large amounts of data over long periods of time because the 
inputs have been pre-calculated. Instead of relying on correlation rules to parse large volumes of raw data and find one or two 
signs of malicious behavior, Magnifier’s detection algorithms can evaluate past behavior, peer behavior, the type of entity and 
many other attributes simultaneously to avoid false positives and produce higher-fidelity results. 

By integrating attack detection algorithms with data collected from the Next-Generation Security Platform and applying a 
pre-compute detection framework, Magnifier identifies active attacks with unparalleled precision.

Accelerate Investigations With User, Device and Process Context
To reduce investigation time, Magnifier produces a small number of accurate, actionable alerts, as well as information about 
the user, application and device obtained through User-ID™ and App-ID™ technology. Magnifier also eliminates lengthy 
forensics investigations by interrogating endpoints to determine which process or executable initiated an attack. Then, Mag-
nifier ascertains whether the endpoint process is malicious by integrating with WildFire® cloud-based threat analysis service 
to analyze the process. Magnifier makes it easy for security analysts to verify attacks by presenting all the information they 
need in an intuitive web interface (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Magnifier web interface

 Figure 1: Palo Alto Networks prevents threats across the attack lifecycle
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Swiftly Stop Attacks With Palo Alto Networks Next-Generation Firewall
To prevent successful cyberattacks, security analysts must respond quickly when they identify threats. Using their Palo Alto 
Networks Next-Generation Firewall, analysts can block compromised devices and restrict access to malicious sites to shut 
down attacks. Magnifier turns security analysts into heroes by empowering them to efficiently detect, investigate and block 
advanced attacks.

Detect and Stop the Most Dangerous Network Threats 
Magnifier behavioral analytics identifies behavioral anomalies to expose hard-to-detect threats, such as targeted attacks, 
malicious insiders, risky behavior and compromised endpoints. 

Targeted Attacks 

Attackers attempt to blend in with 
legitimate users as they explore and exploit 
targeted networks. 

Magnifier detects the anomalous behavior 
that attackers cannot avoid as they traverse 
the network and look for valuable data.

Malicious Insiders 

With their trusted credentials and access, 
malicious insiders can cause massive 
damage. 

Magnifier spots changes in user behavior to 
detect attacks like internal reconnaissance 
and lateral movement.

Risky Behavior 

Well-meaning but reckless employees can 
expose organizations to undue risk. 

Magnifier allows organizations to follow 
security best practices by monitoring user 
activity and identifying risky behavior.

Compromised Endpoints 

Attackers often use malware to infiltrate  
targeted networks.

Magnifier identifies anomalous traffic gen-
erated by malware and confirms infections 
using Pathfinder endpoint analysis and 
WildFire threat analysis services.

Ease Deployment and Streamline Operations With Cloud Scale and Agility 
Palo Alto Networks Next-Generation Security Platform provides a superior approach to detection and response by leveraging 
existing infrastructure to monitor network activity and a cloud-based service for data storage and on-demand scaling.

As part of this better approach, Palo Alto Networks next-generation firewalls monitor network traffic and extract metadata 
expressly designed for analytics. Magnifier uses this data, along with Pathfinder endpoint analysis, to profile user and device 
behavior without requiring organizations to provision new network sensors or agents (see Figure 3). Palo Alto Networks Logging 
Service delivers efficient log storage that scales to handle the large volumes of data needed for behavioral analytics. Organizations 
can quickly deploy Magnifier and the Logging Service and avoid the time-consuming process of setting up new equipment.

Figure 3: Magnifier uncovers attacks by analyzing data from next-generation firewalls and Pathfinder endpoint analysis
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As a cloud-based application for Palo Alto Networks Application Framework, Magnifier overcomes the scaling challenges of 
on-premise analytics and allows Palo Alto Networks researchers to roll out security innovations more quickly.

• Cloud scale: The Logging Service scales on demand with elastic cloud computing, providing an intelligent, operationally 
efficient, cost-effective way to store the large volumes of data needed for behavioral analytics.

• Cloud agility: As a cloud-delivered application, Magnifier increases the speed of technical innovation while streamlining 
IT operations. Magnifier researchers can rapidly roll out new behavioral analytics detection algorithms to all subscribers, 
review anonymized metrics to gauge their efficacy and adjust as needed. Organizations no longer need to maintain or 
upgrade on-premise software because Magnifier is always up-to-date.

Leverage the Power of the Application Framework
Magnifier behavioral analytics is the first application for Palo Alto Networks Application Framework. The Application  Framework 
empowers customers to consume the newest cloud-delivered security services and take advantage of the proven sensors, data 
store and prevention infrastructure of Palo Alto Networks Next-Generation Security Platform. The Application Framework 
provides easy access to data in the Logging Service and facilitates integration with security services from Palo Alto Networks and 
third parties for orchestration, threat intelligence, threat analysis and more.

Logging Service Security and Privacy
Ensuring the security and privacy of your data is our top priority. Palo Alto Networks manages the Logging Service and 
 Application Framework infrastructures directly, leveraging industry-standard best practices for security and confidentiality, 
including application, system, network and physical security. The Logging Service infrastructure is regularly audited for 
SOC 2 compliance, and the Logging Service data center has achieved SOC 2 Type II compliance. Learn more by reading the 
Magnifier privacy datasheet.

Magnifier Requirements
• Palo Alto Networks Next-Generation Firewall with PAN-OS 8.0.6+
• Panorama with PAN-OS 8.0.6+

• Logging Service

Magnifier Pathfinder Hardware Requirements

Minimum CPU Cores 2

Minimum Memory 8GB

Minimum Storage 128GB thin-provisioned storage

Emulation Platform VMware ESXi V5.1 and up

Licensing Information
The Magnifier application includes:

• Behavioral analytics 
• Magnifier Pathfinder endpoint analysis service

CLOUD-DELIVERED SECURITY SERVICES

NETWORK SECURITY ADVANCED ENDPOINT PROTECTION CLOUD SECURITY

PALO ALTO NETWORKS APPS

APPLICATION FRAMEWORK & LOGGING SERVICE

3RD PARTY PARTNER APPS CUSTOMER APPS


